The origin of ultra-wide massive binaries wider than >10 3 astronomical units (AUs) and their properties are not well characterized nor understood. Here we use the second Gaia data release to search for wide astrometric companions (orbital separations 10 3 −few×10 5 a.u.) to main-sequence Galactic O5-B5 stars which share similar parallax and proper motion with the primaries. Using the data we characterize the frequency and properties of such binaries. We find an ultra-wide multiplicity fraction of 8 ± 1 per cent, to our completeness limit (up to ≈ 17 mag; down to G-stars at distances of 0.5-2 kpc). Assuming a Kroupa mass function for the secondaries, the overall ultra-wide multiplicity fraction down to M-dwarfs is consistent with 48 ± 6 per cent. In addition we use these data as a verification sample to test the existence of ultra-wide binaries among neutron stars (NSs) and black holes (BHs). We propose that discovery of ultra-wide companions to such compact objects can provide direct unique constraints on the weakest natal kicks possible for NSs/BHs. In particular, if a compact object is formed in an ultra-wide binary and receives a very-little/no natal kick, such a binary should not be disrupted but rather survive as a common proper motion pair. We, therefore, use Gaia data to search for ultra-wide astrometric companions to pulsars (normal or millisecond ones) and X-ray binaries. We find no reliable pairs with angular separation less than 25 arcsec. This is to be compared with the 5 ± 1% found for our OB-binaries verification sample located at similar distances. Therefore, we confirm the general picture that most compact objects receive strong natal kicks. We note that outside the most reliable angular separation interval we found two potential ultra-wide binaries, including a candidate companion to the slowest pulsar in our sample with projected separation of 2.7 × 10 5 a.u. and a companion to a high-mass X-ray binary with projected separation of 3.78 × 10 5 a.u. In both cases, however, the detection is marginal given the false positive probability of a few percents.
INTRODUCTION
High-mass binaries have been extensively studies both observationally and theoretically (Sana et al. 2012; Duchêne & Kraus 2013; Moe & Di Stefano 2017) . Close binaries play a critical role as the progenitors of type Ib/Ic supernovae and compact binaries, including X-ray binaries and gravitational-wave (GW) sources. Ultra-wide binaries (> 10 3 AU), however, received less attention.
Most stars are thought to form in stellar associations and clusters. In such dense environments ultra-wide binaries are "soft" (Heggie 1975) . Even if they form in such environments, they are likely to be dynamically destroyed on short E-mail: ignotur@gmail.com time-scales through binary-single and binary-binary interactions. The origins of wide binaries are therefore not well understood. Such soft binaries were suggested to be continuously destroyed and reform through dynamical captures, and those existing during the final stages and evaporation of the birth cluster/association, can then survive after the association/cluster dispersal (Kouwenhoven et al. 2010; Moeckel & Bate 2010; Moeckel & Clarke 2011) and give rise to observed field wide-binaries. In principal, wide binaries could later be destroyed due to flybys in the field, however, these processes are typically not important for most of the relatively young objects studied here (see Appendix A for a brief discussion of this issue).
Although ultra-wide low-mass binaries have been explored and characterized (Duquennoy & Mayor 1991; Ragha-van et al. 2010) , their correspondent massive ultra-wide binaries, and in particular Galactic ones have been little explored. Here we use the new information from the second Gaia data release to identify and characterize Galactic massive (B5-O5) main-sequence ultra-wide binaries (10 3 − 10 5 AU separations).
Since massive stars are the progenitors of neutron stars (NSs) and black-holes (BHs), we also search for ultra-wide binaries among such compact objects, including ultra-wide companions to pulsars and millisecond pulsars (MSPs) and X-ray binaries (both high-mass and low-mass binaries). Since mass loss and NS/BH natal kicks affect the evolution of such objects, ultra-wide binaries are not likely to be found among them. Nevertheless, as we discuss below, any discovery of ultra-wide bound companions to such objects could provide unique constraints on the existence and distribution of very low (or even zero) velocity natal kicks. We therefore provide a brief background on these issues before discussing our methods and results.
The article is structured as following: we begin with the description of formation of compact objects and compact binaries (Section 2), further we describe our method (Section 3) to identify ultra-wide pairs. We then we describe our sample selection and our analysis of the samples of O/B stars (Section 4), pulsars (Section 5.1) and X-ray binaries (Section 5.2).
ULTRA-WIDE BH AND NS SYSTEMS AS PROBES FOR THE WEAKEST NATAL KICKS
A compact object (NS or BH) is born in a supernova explosion. The observed high velocities of NSs and some BHbinaries compared with the lower velocities typically observed for their progenitor OB massive stars suggest that both NSs and BHs are kicked at the moment of the explosion or immediately after. The origin of this velocity kick is still under debate (Lai 2001) . The inferred NS natal kicks velocities range from possibly zero km s −1 to ≈ 1000 km s −1 with an average speed of 364 km s −1 (Verbunt et al. 2017; Lyne & Lorimer 1994) , while only ∼3 per cent of pulsars appear to be born with velocities smaller than 60 km s −1 . The distribution of stellar-mass BH natal kicks is not known. The individual natal kicks for stellar-mass BH are usually estimated indirectly based on spatial distribution of low-mass X-ray binaries and seems to reach ∼ 100 km s −1 (Jonker & Nelemans 2004; Repetto et al. 2012 Repetto et al. , 2017 . Some of the possible formation channels for NSs include cases where little mass loss and weak (or even zero) natal kicks are involved such as the case of an accretion-induced collapse of a white dwarf (Nomoto & Kondo 1991) or an electron capture supernova explosion (Miyaji et al. 1980; Nomoto 1984 Nomoto , 1987 . The formation mechanism for BH natal kicks is also not understood. Although in some scenarios both NS and BH kicks can arise from the same mechanism (e.g. in the gravitational tug-boat mechanism by Janka 2017, 2013), they might have very different origins and/or properties. The lowest possible value for a natal kick to BH or NS is not known. As a result, population synthesis studies need to make specific assumptions regarding the distribution, and in some of them it is assumed that the natal kick can be exactly zero for a significant fraction of the objects (see e.g. Giacobbo & Mapelli 2019 for a recent double NS population synthesis and Toonen et al. 2018 for the white dwarf-NS merger rates). This assumption has to be tested observationally.
An X-ray binary (XRB) contains a compact object: NS or BH and a secondary star (donor) which loses material. XRBs are usually classified as low-mass or high-mass X-ray binaries (LMXBs or HMXBs) if the secondary mass is below 2M or above 8M , respectively. An NS accreting gas in a LMXB can be spun up to form a millisecond pulsar (MSP) with a white dwarf companion at later stages of its evolution (Bhattacharya & van den Heuvel 1991; Tauris 2011) .
If a fraction of all compact objects receive no natal kick and lose only a moderate amount of mass, a third/second component with a large orbital separation can survive the supernova explosion and continue orbiting the XRB, MSP or normal pulsar, respectively. In this work we focus on ultrawide binaries with orbital separations of 10 3 −few×10 5 a.u. The corresponding large orbital periods of 0.1-10 Myr therefore prevent the detection of such companions by the timing technique in the case of normal pulsars and MSPs. According to the ATNF database v. 1.59 1 (Manchester et al. 2005 ) the longest period binary discovered by the timing techniques has a period of 20-30 years (J2032+4127 Lyne et al. 2015) , although some pulsars are known to have wider companions detected through a combination of different techniques. This is the case of PSR J1024-0719 which has an orbital period of more than 200 yrs according to Bassa et al. (2016) and is in range 2-20 kyr according to Kaplan et al. (2016) .
Close triples, such as the PSR J0337+1715 discovered by Ransom et al. (2014) with an orbital period of third companion of ≈ 327 days do not probe the lowest natal kicks because the third component of the PSR J0337+1715 could have been left bound to the system even after a natal kick with magnitude of 400 km s −1 (Tauris & van den Heuvel 2014) . The LMXB V* V1727 Cyg (known as 4U 2129+47) seems to have a third component with an orbital period of > 175 d (Garcia et al. 1989; Bothwell et al. 2008; Lin et al. 2009 ). In this case too small natal kicks are not restricted (see Portegies Zwart et al. (2011) for a discussion of possible channels for the formation of MSP J1903+0327 through triple stellar evolution).
We propose to use ultra-wide binaries to probe the weakest natal kicks (a few km s −1 or even a fraction of km s −1 ) by searching for wide astrometric pairs with common parallax and proper motion where one of the components is XRB, MSP or normal radio pulsar. This study follows to some extent the idea by El-Badry & Rix (2018) to probe the possible natal kick velocity of white-dwarfs. In order to identify wide pairs with NS/BH compact objects components we use the Gaia second data release following the same principles we use for the study of wide companions to massive OB stars. These methods are described in the following.
METHODS
For each of our objects (O/B star, HMXB, LMXB, pulsar or MSP) we select from the Gaia database all the stars found at angular distance of up to 200 from our primary target. This angular distance corresponds to the largest expected separation between the components of a bound system ∝ 10 5 a.u. for parallax 2 mas, given the Galactic tidal field. We keep only stars with measured parallax and proper motion with relative errors which are less than a third of their value. We also check the quality of the five-parameters astrometric solutions for which we used a criterion similar to Lindegren et al. (2018) :
where χ 2 is astrometric_chi2_al and ν is astrometric_n_good_obs_al from the Gaia database.
After selecting the sample we follow the technique suggested in Lépine & Bongiorno (2007) but add the use of parallaxes as to compute the difference in the three phasespace separations variables between the primary star (O/B, XRB, MSP or pulsar) and its possible distant component. The first variable is the angular distance at the sky:
where α p , α * , δ p and δ * are the right ascension and declination of the primary and its possible second/third component, respectively. The second variable is the difference between the proper motions:
where the proper motion in the right ascension direction is µ α and in declination is µ δ . The third variable is the difference in parallax:
where p and * are the parallaxes of the primary and the distant candidate companion, respectively. For example, the parallaxes of the primary and the candidate companion are plotted in Figure 1 ,5,6 for the O/B, HMXBs and LMXBs samples. Small differences between all these three phase-space variables indicate a possible physical association between the primary and the candidate companion. For a large angular separation, ∆θ = 50 and a distance of 2 kpc the expected difference in proper motions (for stars to be physically bound) is δµ = 0.03 mas/year, comparable to the uncertainty of σ µ = 0.04 mas/year for relatively bright stars. This proper motion difference corresponds to ≈ 0.3 km/s. On the other hand, the mean error in the proper motion measurement can be quite large σ µ ≈ 0.23 mas/year. Therefore, this method (given the current second Gaia data release) is most sensitive to angular separations of ∆θ < 25 corresponding to 5 × 10 4 a.u. at 2 kpc. The smallest angular separation which can be found in the current Gaia data set is of the order of an arcsecond corresponding to an orbital separation of 2 × 10 3 a.u. at a distance of 2 kpc.
The use of ∆θ and ∆µ only does not set any restrictions on the parallax difference, therefore any identified pair can be checked based on the parallax. We assume that the parallax difference between the main star and the secondary star should be less than ∆ < 1 − 3 σ , i.e. a typical parallax difference in the range 0.04-0.12 mas. Another restriction is the transverse velocity difference between the main star and its possible distant companion, we assume that it should be less than ∆v < 0.5 km s −1 .
Chance alignment considerations
The distribution of projected separations and the inferred binary fraction are affected by chance alignments of background stars. The main challenge in using this method is therefore to identify a boundary between a chance alignment identification and the identification of actual physical pairs.
Our procedure slightly differs from the one applied by Lépine & Bongiorno (2007) . In particular, we do not restrict ourselves to the sub-sample of the largest proper motions because our sample is already very limited for each type of objects. Also, we do not have any a priori information about the distribution of the proper motions which could help derive the threshold between chance alignment and real physical association. Instead, we use two different methods to estimate the chance alignment of stars. We derive this threshold by performing a comparison search for wide binaries in two types of mock samples, once using a mock synthetic sample, and once with a mock sample based directly on observations in a different environment using a fabricated primary star, as we describe below.
Our principal threshold is estimated for massive O/B stars since they are expected to be found in the densest environments with the largest chance of alignment. For XRBs, MSPs and normal pulsars we variate the threshold and additionally study the stellar environment of each possible pair to reliably estimate the false positive rate of the method. This estimate is impractical for O/B stars because the number of real pairs is significantly larger than the false positive contribution.
Mock observational sample
The first method involves considering the distances and velocity differences between the objects in our sample and stars in another observed sample which is shifted by Θ = 10 (typical angular distance in our sample is 3 ) in right ascensions in respect to the actual positions of our targets.
By definition, any identification of a candidate companion in this artificial data set is false, and thereby we can define the limiting differences in velocity and angular distances such that no (or very limited number of) companions are identified. We can than apply these limits as the required thresholds delimiting chance alignment and real physical pairs.
In practice, we search for a curve in the form ∆Θ∆µ = C such that most or all the stars in the shifted samples are above this curve. O/B stars and LMXBs belong to different populations and therefore the coefficient C differs between them. For O/B, normal pulsars and the HMXBs we set C = 6 mas arcsec year −1 , for LMXBs and millisecond pulsars C = 20 mas arcsec year −1 (see left panels of Figures 1,5,6 ). We also vary the position of the threshold and check if it gives rise to any new physical pairs.
In the first method, we have shifted the position of each of our OB star targets by 10 along the right ascension direction and then performed a search for wide pairs using exactly the same technique as before. We have found 18 reliable pairs. The projected orbital separations for these fake wide pairs is plotted in Figure 2 with black, dotted line. This is a single experiment, so this estimate itself is a subject of noise.
Mock synthetic sample
In the second method we modelled the sample using the Monte Carlo technique. Namely, for each O/B star location we fitted the cumulative distribution of stars (in coordinates, parallaxes and proper motions separately) in its vicinity with a third degree spline. Afterwards, we used these splines to generate synthetic samples of stars, and repeated this process 100 times. We then performed our standard search for wide pairs and we have identified 1423 reliable wide pairs which scales to the rate of ≈ 14 false positive pairs for a single run of our method applied to 449 primary stars. The distribution of orbital separations for false positive wide pairs found in the synthetic sample is plotted in Figure 2 with dot-and-dashed red line. It closely follows the previous estimate taking into account the uncertainties. The total false probability rate is then ≈ 14/449 ≈ 3% when applied to our sample, which is indistinguishable in terms of proper motion from the background and foreground population. The false probability rate grows with the projected orbital separation, but not strongly, it is nearly constant for orbital separation from 8 × 10 3 − 10 6 a.u. The distribution of projected orbital separation for wide binaries seems to continue only till 4 × 10 4 a.u., at larger separation only multiples are seen. The rate of wide binaries at larger separations is compatible with the false positive detection level of the method, but the rate of multiples is incompatible and significantly (16/3 ≈ 5σ) exceeds the false positive rate of the method around ≈ 2 × 10 5 a.u. see Figure 2 . We found no wide pairs with orbital separations above 4 × 10 5 a.u.
ULTRA-WIDE O/B-STARS
It is known that up to a half of all massive stars are born in binaries (Sana et al. 2012 ) of any separation (at least in the LMC massive clusters). Around ∼ 10 per cent of low-mass stars are in triples and this fraction reaches even up to 35 per cent for B stars (Moe & Di Stefano 2017) . The majority of stable triple stars form hierarchical systems with an inner compact pair and a distant companion. It is known that some triples survive the X-ray binary stage (see examples in Section 2). However, previous studies typically focused on binaries with smaller separations than considered here, and our study therefore complements our current understanding of the multiplicity of massive stars.
For our analysis we use the second Gaia data release as well as the Simbad database. Only O/B stars (O5-B5 spectral types, see Appendix B for the ADQL requests) with measured V magnitude are chosen. Our initial list contains 486 stars. After removing stars with problematic astrometric measurements according to the Gaia database we keep 449 stars. The list contains only seven stars with O spectral type, most stars are B0-B5. Applying the method described above we get the results in Figure 1 . In our search we identified 48 reliable wide binaries, see Table 1 , including the potential chance alignment objects (see Section above).
All the wide pairs we find have parallax differences below 0.09 mas (except V* V1061 Tau and HD 158724) while the typical parallax is ∼ 0.5 mas. The velocity difference is below 0.5 km/s and the projected orbital separations are in the range ≈ 10 3 −few×10 5 a.u. Some objects have multiple possible wide pairs which might indicate that these stars belong to an OB association or that they are higher multiplicity systems. Remarkably, we see 21 pairs with angular separations 2.5 ≤ ∆θ < 25 arcsec. Such pairs are not found at all in the case of HMXBs or normal pulsars.
The distribution of projected separation is presented in Figure 2 . We also tried to exclude all distant pairs to stars which already have a component at smaller angular separation. The wide binarity rate is then 48/449 ≈ 0.11 if we do not exclude multiple associations and 24/449 ≈ 0.05 if we exclude all multiple associations. It is worth to notice that some of multiple associations are real because stars could form high multiplicity systems.
We can estimate the overall wide multiplicity rate to be about (48 − 14)/449 ≈ 0.08, after accounting for the expected false-positive rate. In the most reliable angular separation range (2.5-25 arcsec) the multiplicity rate is 21/449 ≈ 0.05. We can estimate the variance for the mean estimator as p(1 −p)/n ≈ 1 per cent, we therefore expect a multiplicity rate of 0.08 ± 0.01. The 1% uncertainty is also compatible with the difference which we get between the Monte Carlo (synthetic) and the shifted (observed) sample estimates for false positive probability since the difference is (18 − 14)/449 ≈ 1%.
In our sample, due to the luminosity limit, we are only sensitive to wide components of O, B, A, F, G and partly K stars (see the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram at Figure 3) . In order to plot the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram we correct the magnitudes for extinction using the Green et al. (2018) map. In order to convert from E(B − V) to A G and E(Bp − Rp) we use R = 3.1, A g /A v = 0.9 and E(Bp − Rp)/E(B − V) = 1.5 and use a general correction of 0.884 for all the reddening values obtained from the map. If the location of the star is not covered by the map, we decide not to correct for the reddening. We infer the masses using the Padova stellar isochrones using the stellar tracks from Marigo et al. (2017) for a stellar age of 10 Myr with the Gaia DR2 photometric system as described by Evans et al. (2018) . The inferred mass distribution of the secondary stars is plotted in Figure 3 . It is clear from the mass distribution that the low-mass stars are missing (M < 0.5M ) as expected from our selection bias for detecting only higher luminosity companions. If the companion mass function follows the Kroupa mass function (Kroupa 2001) we would expect to have ≈ 6 times more stars in the mass range 0.01 − 0.5 M than in the observable mass range of 0.5 − 16 M . If we follow this assumption we can estimate the overall wide multiplicity fraction for OB stars with stellar companions of any mass to be up to ∼ 48 ± 6 per cent. For comparison, the wide multiplicity rate for low mass primaries is 9.1% ± 1.6% found for multiplicity of primary G dwarfs with separations larger than 10 3 a.u. Table 1 , and the magenta (bottom filled) histogram corresponds to the cases where only the closest component was selected in each case where more than a single companion was identified. The dot-and-dashed red line show the false-positive rate found in 100 Monte Carlo simulations and the black dotted line shows false positive rate found in the 10 shifted sample. Vertical solid line shows limit 3.3 × 10 5 a.u., the disruption timescale by molecular clouds is shorter than 10 Myr for orbital separations larger than this value.
by Lépine & Bongiorno (2007) and is dominated by M-dwarf companions. In other words the ultra-wide binary fraction of massive stars could be 5-6 times higher than that of lowmass stars, a result consistent with theoretical expectations for dynamically-formed wide binaries where the ultra-wide binary fraction is expected to be much higher than that of low-mass stars (Perets & Kouwenhoven 2012) . Since previous estimates of the multiplicity fraction of massive stars were limited to smaller separations than those considered here, this result implies a significant increase in the inferred multiplicity fraction of massive stars, with the majority being part of triple or higher multiplicity systems.
ULTRA-WIDE NS/BH SYSTEMS
We identify HMXBs and LMXBs in the second Gaia data release based on their optical magnitude (the exact procedure is described in Section 5.2). This approach does not work for normal and millisecond pulsars because of their faintness (the brightest object is the Crab pulsar with V = 16.6 mag, see Mignani 2011) . Instead of following the same procedure as for HMXBs and LMXBs, we try to identify normal pulsars and MSPs in the second Gaia data release based on position (circle of 3 arcsec around the radio position) and proper motion.
We failed to find any reliable (relative errors of parallax and proper motion measurements less than 0.25) optical counterpart for isolated normal radio pulsars based on their coordinate and proper motion. We have identified five optical counterparts (angular separation less than 3 , similar proper motions) to MSPs, see Table E2 . These pulsars and their optical counterparts are the same as found in Mingarelli et al. (2018) and Jennings et al. (2018) , except for J1732-5049 and J1910+1256. Pulsar J1732-5049 does not have the timing measurement for parallax (Reardon et al. 2016) , so it is difficult to verify this association. In the case of J1910+1256 the Gaia second data release provides only upper limit on the parallax and proper motion in the right ascension direction, so although we found the same association as in Mingarelli et al. (2018) , we excluded this object. In any case the number and quality of the Gaia measurements for MSPs counterparts prevent us from using these parallaxes and proper motions to search for wide pairs. Therefore, instead, we use the measurements of the parallaxes and proper motions obtained from radio observations of pulsars to search for possible second/third components in the optical data from Gaia. This approach is justified, since both the timing and the interferomertic proper motion measurements as well as the Gaia measurements are all performed in the ICRF. 
Data sources for normal and millisecond radio pulsars
For the normal radio pulsars we use the interferometric measurements of the parallax and proper motion based on several previous works: Brisken et al. (2002 Brisken et al. ( , 2003b ; Chatterjee et al. (2001 Chatterjee et al. ( , 2004 Chatterjee et al. ( , 2009 ); Deller et al. (2009 Deller et al. ( , 2018 ; Kirsten et al. (2015) . To filter this list, we select only pulsars with relative error in parallaxes and proper motions less than 0.25. All of the selected objects and their measurements are compiled and shown in Table D1 . In cases where a measurement has some asymmetric uncertainties, we use the largest uncertainty value. In total our list contains 57 pulsars. A priori we do not expect to find any wide astrometric pairs because the spatial velocities of these pulsars exceed 40 km s −1 (the velocity dispersion of NS progenitors is 10-15 km s −1 ) except for PSR J0614+2229 which has a velocity of ≈ 20 km s −1 . For the MSPs we prepared the sample using the interferometric measurements from several previous studies: Chatterjee et al. (2009) Arzoumanian et al. (2018) . In our sample we kept only objects with relative error of parallax and proper motion of less than 0.25. The list of pulsars together with their measurements is shown in Table E1 . It contains 21 MSPs, some of these objects have very small spatial velocities. In order to simplify our analysis, we use the proper motion measurements in the equatorial coordinate system, even though the measurements in the ecliptic system might be more precise.
Data sources for XRBs
For our analysis we use two catalogues: Liu et al. (2006) for HMXBs (114 entries) and Liu et al. (2007) for LMXBs (187 entries) additionally checking details in the Simbad database (Wenger et al. 2000) . The Simbad database includes all objects from both of these catalogues and newer measurements.
To choose only Galactic XRBs, we make use of the hierarchy information from h_link table in Simbad. We prepare our master list using ADQL query (Osuna et al. 2008 , see Appendix B for details) selecting objects with type HMXB or LMXB and measured magnitude in V filter. Additionally we go through the list of all objects which are mentioned in the catalogues but have different type in the Simbad database. There are 25 objects which were classified as HMXBs in Liu et al. (2006) , but their type is different in the Simbad database. We found that these objects were most probably mis-classified before, e.g. V* V4641 Sgr mentioned as HMXB in Liu et al. (2006) is classified as LMXB according to MacDonald et al. (2014) with the secondary mass M * = 2.9 ± 0.4M ; 2S 0053+604 appears to be Be star with an unusual X-ray emission properties (Robinson et al. 2002) , V* RT Cru seems to be a symbiotic star according to Belczyński et al. (2000) and later works.
The cases of mis-classification or dubious classification are quite common for XRBs, because type identification requires long observations in multiple spectral ranges. We are interested in genuine XRBs with BH or NS companions, therefore we rely on the modern classification provided by the Simbad database.
A list of HMXBs based on the Simbad database appeared to have one extragalactic object: NGC 300 X-1 which was excluded manually. New XRBs were discovered since the publication of Liu et al. (2006) and Liu et al. (2007) , and therefore the total number of Galactic XRBs with known V magnitude is 165 (HMXBs) and 57 (LMXBs). According to the Simbad database 44 HMXBs do not have V magnitude measurements. We tried to identify HMXBs based on their Gaia colors and absolute magnitude, but we were able to find only one system, CXOU J162046.2-513006 in the catalogue, see Appendix C.
Identification of the XRB sample in the Gaia dataset
The values for the parallaxes and proper motions are provided by the second Gaia data release (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016 . Our XRB identification is based on spatial coincidence and magnitude similarity. We had to choose both criteria, since in a small region of a few arcsec (comparable to the size of point spread function of e.g. XMMNewton), the second Gaia data release might contain up to tens of stars. The situation is especially difficult with the HMXBs which are typically found in star formation regions. The magnitude could provide a reliable additional information to facilitate the identification of HMXBs because their intrinsic colors and absolute magnitudes differ significantly from that of the background M/K stellar population. In the case of LMXBs the situation is more complicated, since their optical emission is dominated by the accretion disk. The periodic optical variability and magnitude variation due to on/off state in the LMXBs could also have prevented us in some cases from correctly identifying them. In particular, in the case of V* V1727 Cyg the amplitude of the photometric variations reaches ∆B = 1.5 mag. Our identification suggests that D ≈ 2 kpc, a distance which is inconsistent with the claimed spectral type F of the stars according to Cowley & Schmidtke (1990) .
Practically, we searched for all stars in the Gaia database within a 15 cones around the XRBs locations. For six out of 165 HMXB and 13 out of 57 LMXBs there are no optical counterparts with similar magnitudes at the location provided by the catalogues or Simbad. Our main test for the successful identification is a comparison of the V magnitude with the Gaia g magnitude. For objects with B − V = 0 (A2V spectral type) the unabsorbed g ≈ V according to Jordi et al. (2010) . For B2V (common HMXB optical counterpart) stars the expected unabsorbed g − V ≈ −0.05, while for G5V stars g − V = −0.25. The interstellar reddening can significantly change this value, that is why we allow |g − V | < 1.5 as a confirmation of positive identification. We assume that a star at the smallest separation from the expected coordinate with the |g − V | < 1.5 is the best counterpart for the XRB.
The six HMXBs which were not identified are: The list of LMXBs with the magnitude identification problems looks quite similar and we therefore do not show it here.
From our compiled list of XRBs with the Gaia counterpart we selected only objects with relative errors in parallax σ / < 0.25 and proper motions σ µ /µ α < 0.25 and σ µ /µ δ < 0.25. Additionally we checked the quality of the astrometric solution following Lindegren et al. (2018) . The final list consists of 28 HMXBs and 7 LMXBs, see Table 2 .
We show the distribution of parallaxes and g−V colors in Figure 4 . The mean parallax for the 28 HMXBs is 0.44 mas and the mean g magnitude is 10.78. There are two outliers with positive g − V at this plot which is not expected. These two HMXBs are UCAC2 4813819 and AX J1739.1-3020, we believe these might be misidentified.
The mean parallax of seven LMXBs is 0.56 mas and the mean g magnitude is 14.16. The main reason why we have such a limited statistics for LMXBs is that the second Gaia data release does not have precise astrometric solution for the majority of LMXBs, likely because LMXBs are faint and are strongly variable in the optical band. We find three outliers with unexpected color g − V > 0: V* V1727 Cyg, V* GU Mus and V* IL Lup.
Results
We found no reliable wide astrometric pairs of XRB or MSP or pulsar and a field star within the most reliable separation of 25 arcsec. We have found one pairing between the slowest pulsar in the sample PSR J0614+2229 and a field star and one pairing between HMXB SS118 and a field star. Below we analyze and discuss in more details the statistical significance of these results.
HMXBs
Using our basic selection criteria we find only one possible pair at large angular separation, which is still below the proper motion error. This is the HMXB WRAY 15-793 with HMXB = 0.3133 ± 0.027 mas, µ α = −5.387 ± 0.040 mas/year and µ δ = 1.301 ± 0.037 mas/year and Gaia DR2 5336953991558512768 with 1 = 0.2798 ± 0.092 mas, µ 1α = −5.384±0.144 mas/year, µ 1δ = 1.368±0.126 mas/year. This candidate seems to be non-physical and is likely identified only because of the large measurement uncertainty. It corresponds to a projected orbital separation of 2.4×10 5 a.u. and a velocity difference of 0.57 km s −1 with an uncertainty of 2.3 km/s. Nevertheless, the measured proper motions and parallaxes differ by less than 1σ for this candidate. We also clearly see that there are no candidates with angular separation of less than 25 .
If we shift the value of the threshold to C = 10 mas arcsec year −1 we find one better candidate for HMXB SS 188; Gaia DR2 5541792836003077120 with = 0.095±0.030 mas, µ α = −2.34±0.05 mas year −1 and µ δ = 2.98±0.05 mas year −1 . For this candidate we find a projected orbital separation of 3.78 × 10 5 a.u. and a velocity difference of ∆v = 0.26 km s −1 . The false positive probability to find a candidate with similar properties is 2 per cent (see Section 5.5.1). The circular speed on such a wide orbit assuming the central star is a massive OB star (Masetti et al. 2010 ) with a mass around 20M is:
therefore the escape velocity is v esc = √ 2v c = 0.32 km s −1 . Therefore it is quite dubious that the two stars are actually gravitationally bound. Future measurements of the radial velocity will be able to confirm or reject this association.
LMXBs
The sample of LMXBs is limited due to the lower brightness of the donor and the larger optical variation compared with HMXBs. We have found three candidates using the ∆θ, ∆µ values, however in all cases ∆ value is large ∆ > 0.5 mas. Even if we vary the nominally chosen value of the threshold, no reliable candidates are found, see Figure 6 .
Normal radio pulsars
When we use a cut of C = 6 mas arcsec year −1 for the normal pulsars sample we find one candidate. This threshold can be varied in the case of normal radio pulsars since some of these objects travelled far away from their original birth environment; however even when we use C = 10 mas arcsec year −1 or C = 20 mas arcsec year −1 we find no additional reliable candidates.
The candidate pair is PSR J0614+2229 and Gaia DR2 3376991158301978880. The star has the following measurements:
= 0.277 ± 0.040 mas, These values are very close to the measured values for the radio pulsar. If we convert the angular separation of 75 arcsec into an orbital separation we find the separation to be 2.7 × 10 5 a.u. comparble to those found in the OB-stars verification sample. The difference in the orbital speeds is well below 0.5 km s −1 and is 0.08 km s −1 . It is worth noting that the circular speed at such orbit around a NS could be as small as 0.07 km s −1 which therefore raise concerns whether the components are actually bound. The parallax difference between the star and the pulsar is well below the measurement accuracy level and is 0.005 mas.
It is interesting to note that PSR J0614+2229 is the slowest pulsar in the sample with transverse speed v t = 21 +4.3 −2.3 km s −1 . This low velocity has important implications both for the statistical and the astrophysical interpretation. Statistically the low velocity objects are the ones which have the largest probability for false positive identifications, as we discuss in details in following subsection. On the other hand, astrophysically only the lowest velocity neutron stars could have a companion at large separations which survived the supernova explosion. As for the possible physical association between PSR J0614+2229 and the distant companion we have three hypotheses: (1) The distant companion is the counterpart of the pulsar itself, which is quite unlikely; (2) The spatial velocity of the pulsar is very small and the distant companion is real and has survived the supernova explosion, (3) The distant companion is a false positive identification due to missing information about the radial velocities and and imprecise parallax measurements. The accuracy of the timing position by Hobbs et al. (2004) strongly suggest that the position of the pulsar is known within the accuracy of fraction of arcsecond and therefore the first possibility is likely ruled out.
The potential implications of finding a physical association between a slowly moving pulsar and a field star could be very important for binary stellar evolution, since it would provide the first evidence for the existence of very-low/null kick-velocities. Therefore, such possibility needs to be carefully scrutinized, and the statistical significance should be carefully analyzed. Our analysis does not make use of radial velocities, since these can not be measured for isolated neutron stars. Therefore, we miss one coordinate of the phasespace; in particular, if the radial velocities were to differ by more than 1 km s −1 it would have indicated that the objects are unbound.
Chance alignment
A chance alignment is much more frequent for low-velocity stars because the proper motion vector has a preferable orientation in some parts of the sky due to asymmetric drift of the thick disk and the Solar motion (Lépine & Bongiorno 2007) . In order to evaluate this potential chance alignment we performed the following numerical experiment. We artificially shifted the position of the Gaia star (at 6 arcmin along the right ascension or the declination) but kept its parallax and proper motion. Then, we selected all the stars in a circle with radius of 200 arcsec and performed our search for wide pairs under exactly the same restrictions we used for the normal radio pulsars. We repeated this process 100 times. Using this method we could find 3 (2) false wide pairs for a shift in the R.A. direction (for a shift in declination direction) with properties similar to PSR J0614+2229.
When we repeated the same procedure for each of the pulsars in the sample, we identified only one additional counterpart (for all of the pulsars together), in addition to the three which were the found for PSR J0614+2229. The reason is that fast moving pulsars have proper motions which are very different from the old background stellar population, so a chance alignment is very small, and is dominated by the chance alignment with the slowest pulsars.
The probability of the false positive is therefore ≈ 3 per cent for the pulsar and ≈ 4 per cent for the whole sample. Such probabilities are not significant given the overall sample size, and therefore only an additional extended analysis could verify or reject this association. In particular, the pulsar wind could interact with a distant companion especially if it has its own magnetic field and cause an unusual optical or X-ray activity. We note that the pulsar itself shows complicated timing behavior (Hobbs et al. 2004 ) with noise structures on timescales of one year and shows bursting radio emission (Seymour et al. 2014 ), but these issues might not be related at all to a potential companion.
We performed the same analysis for the HMXB SS188 pairing and found 2 false wide binaries over the 100 numerical experiments, again providing insufficient statistical significance given the current data.
MSPs
We find no reliable wide astrometric pairs for MSPs independently on the exact value of C (see Figure 7) . The object found close to the threshold has a large difference in parallax in respect to J1918-0642 of ∆ = 0.17 mas and differs by 0.75 km s −1 in velocity. 
Constraints on fraction of weak natal kicks
The direct comparison of the verification sample (O/B stars) with the non detection of very reliable wide components of XRBs is not straightforward because some of the OB stars from the verification sample are isolated while all XRBs were originally binaries (we neglect here the dynamical formation in the field). To take this effect into account we have to rely on stellar statistics. Moe & Di Stefano (2017) provides the following fraction of isolated, binary, triple and quadruple stars for primaries of 10 M : 17.5%, 35%, 30%, 17.5%. If we neglect stellar interactions, progenitors of HMXBs were binaries in 42%, triples in 36% and quadruples in 22% of cases. If none of the compact objects received a natal kick (which is known not to be the case) and the mass loss was adiabatic, such the third component could survive, we would have expected it that 58% of HMXBs should have one or two bound companions. For a sample of early B stars the second, third or fourth component should have been identified in 83% of the cases. This would suggest that a wide companion should be identified 1.4 times more often in the sample of B stars than in sample of binary B stars.
Using the hypergeometric distribution we can compute how significant is it not to find any distant companions to HMXBs. We re-scale the fraction 34/449 ≈ 0.08 to 0.08/1.4 ≈ 0.06. For the moment let us assume that the total sample size is 165 objects (if we double the sample size it does not change the probability significantly). In this case the probability to find no distant companion is 0.11 and the probability to find a single distant component is 0.28. If we assume that only 10 percent of NSs receive sufficiently small natal kicks to keep their wide companions then the probability to find no distant components becomes 0.8 and a probability to find one distant component is 0.2.
Therefore, hypothesis that all NSs in XRBs receive weak natal kick is slightly incompatible with no detection of ultrawide pairs, a hypothesis that 10 per cent of NSs receive weak natal kick is compatible with both detection of single pair and no detection of ultra-wide pairs. Future increase in the size of XRB sample in the Gaia will let us to constrain this hypothesis much better.
As for the normal radio pulsars, the probability to find no wide pairs among 57 pulsars is 0.003 (if the fraction of weak kicks is 100 per cent) which independently shows that most NSs receives strong natal kick. If the NSs receives weak natal kick in 10 per cent of the cases, non detection of ultrawide pairs is compatible with expectations (0.43 probability to find none ultra-wide pair and 0.45 probability to find single ultra-wide pair).
As for millisecond radio pulsars the probabilities are: non detection has probability 0.16 (assuming 100 per cent fraction of weak kicks) and 0.76 (assuming 10 per cent fraction of weak kicks).
DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
Using the second Gaia data release, we identified and characterized the population of ultra-wide massive OB binaries. We find that 8 ± 1 of B5-O5 stars have ultra-wide (10 3 − 10 5 AU) companions down to the detection limit (G-stars), after accounting for false-positive identifications. This is consistent with an ultra-wide multiplicity fraction of 48 ± 6% assuming the companion mass-function follows a Kroupa initial mass function down to the lowest stellar masses.
In addition, we searched for astromentric wide companions to NS/BH binaries, by searching for third companions to HMXB, LMXB or MSP binaries or wide companions to normal radio pulsars. Since such wide binaries would be disrupted if the compact object received a natal kick larger than a few km s −1 , any finding of such wide binaries would provide a potential strong evidence for the existence of ultralow or even zero-velocity natal kicks, while null finding could provide constraints on the fraction of systems that could receive such low-kicks.
Our search revealed no reliable pairs with angular separations less than ∆θ < 25 arcsec. We found one possible association between a low-velocity pulsar J0614+2229 and the star Gaia DR2 3376991158301978880. The possible wide companion has a projected orbital separation of 2.7×10 5 a.u. However, this companion could be a chance alignment with a probability of ≈ 3 − 4 per cent. If the association is real and the companion is physically bound to the neutron star it indicates that the neutron-star received an extremely low natal kick at birth, compatible with zero km s −1 . A further study of the star and pulsar are necessary to confirm or reject this association.
In the HMXBs sample, we find a possible association between SS118 and Gaia DR2 554179283600307712, again with a large orbital separation of 3.78 × 10 5 a.u. for which the false positive probability is 2 percents. This companion can easily be confirmed or rejected using follow-up radial velocity measurements.
Finally, we note that the third Gaia data release will enable us to probe the lowest NS and BH natal kicks using the same approach, but the better data will be sufficient to provide a much better statistically significant results and probe a larger sample of XRBs.
SELECT main_id, ra, dec, V FROM basic join allfluxes ON oid=oidref WHERE sp_type in ('O','O5','O6','O7', 'O8', 'O9', 'B0','B1','B2', 'B3', 'B4', 'B5') and V is not Null and plx_value/ plx_err > 4 and pmra / pm_err_maj > 4 and pmra / pm_err_maj > 4 and plx_value > 0.1 and plx_value < 2.0 and oid NOT IN (SELECT child FROM h_link)
APPENDIX C: IDENTIFICATION OF HMXBS BASED ON COLOR
In order to increase statistical significance we tried to increase the sample of identified HXMBs based on color properties. To do so, we selected all Galactic HMXBs with no measured V magnitude:
SELECT main_id, ra, dec, V FROM basic join allfluxes ON oid=oidref WHERE otype = 'HMXB' and V is Null and oid NOT IN (SELECT child FROM h_link)
After this, we checked colors and absolute magnitude (with no correction for reddening) of all stars in the second Gaia data release at angular separation of 15 . We choose as potential candidates only stars with −0.5 < B p − R p < 2 and −5 < g+15 log 10 +5.0 < 3. These boundaries were found using the scattering of colors and absolute magnitudes of stars from our verification sample. Initial selection identified 13 candidates for 44 HMXBs and only one of them have good enough measurements of parallax and proper moption.
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